
01.17.2018

Community Meeting 1 Comments

COMMENTS – UPPER LOWER

- Takes up too much green space

- Separate structure adds costs for APS not desirable

- Not a good option relative to integrated scheme

- Blocks fields from 18th street

- Large Building on 18th street which ruins sight-lines

- Modify with library to provide integrated solution

- Better use adjacent library

- Too many compromises without enough benefit

- Separate buildings not ideal for staff and students: loss of 

instructional time
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Community Meeting 2 Comments

COMMENTS – STANDALONE

- NO!

- Takes up too much green space

- This is the least desirable option

- Too many people and traffic

- Building takes away park along 18th street and loses young 

trees

- The building is too large

- The student capacity is too high

- We need seats, 1000+ is good

- Too much traffic for the neighborhood

- Loss of Reed sledding hill is undesirable

- Large building not ideal because of loss of instructional time
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COMMENTS – INTEGRATED

- Best option by far

- Great solution for students

- Good idea to preserve park

- Does not maximize seats for Arlington

- This scheme has a good community feel\

- Like the option of building up

- Would be good with a parking garage behind it

- Please consider underground parking option

- 3 story height a concern

- This is the only acceptable option

- Maintains sledding hill

- Smaller footprint best for students
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COMMENTS – BRIDGE

- Why duplicate classrooms not designed well by building on top?

- Takes up too much space on 18th street

- Bridge will be annoying

- Too spread-out

- Walk-time not great for kids

- Does not maximize seats for Arlington

- Better than standalone

- Lower profile of school better than integrated

- Losing visible green space off 18th street would be bad

- Can you get parking at corner of 18th and Lexington?

- Safety for kids a concern when walking between
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COMMENTS – OTHER

- Preserve sledding hill

- Preserve as much green space as possible

- Integrated seems to be the best scheme

- More parking is needed

- Traffic will be a problem no matter what

- The library is driving these poor options

- No standalone

- Almost there, building a totally new addition is best

- Tear-down old Reed School and North library space: the front 

courtyard is a waste

- Educators I know dislike Upper/Lower option
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Community Meeting 6 Comments

COMMENTS – PARKING

- In favor of larger expansion on 18th St: opposed to parking on 

Lexington due to safety

- Existing road system can’t handle traffic @ 18th and Madison: above 

ground parking wouldn’t fit in neighborhood

- Don’t use existing green space for parking: we’ll never get it back

- Study structured parking along McKinley

- Opposed to parking structure at 18th and Madison: both narrow 

streets

- Explore public/private lot behind Westover Shops

- Take away parking on McKinley & 18th

- Can you put a parking lot on 18th over existing lot

- We’d like to permit parking on 19th to prevent visitors from parking 

there: it’s already a problem

- Permit parking on side street so residents can park

- Do not impact our fragile urban area with additional parking stress

- Don’t like options that would destroy sledding hill and/or upper field

- Preference given to options that do not route traffic through smaller 

neighborhood streets

- Transportation study is absolute must prior to any decisions

Highland Park / Overlee Knolls Civic Association has since expressed opposition to a parking structure behind the library (1/20/18)


